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ON BAKER'S FINITE BASIS THEOREM FOR

CONGRUENCE DISTRIBUTIVE VARIETIES1

STANLEY BURRIS

Abstract. This paper contains the simplest, most direct proof of Baker's

Theorem to date together with an easy argument which shows how to find

an exponential bound on the number of variables needed in a finite basis.

Several years ago Baker [1] announced his now famous theorem that every

congruence distributive variety generated by a finite algebra has a finite

equational basis. Baker's proof in [2] was based on (i) the well-known results

of Jónsson for congruence distributive varieties applied to find (ii) a tech-

nique for constructing an (infinite) equational basis for a variety generated by

a class of algebras defined by a universal disjunct of equations, and (iii) a

Ramsey argument to obtain an explicit finite set of equations. Baker's

Theorem generalized the earlier result of McKenzie [8] concerning varieties of

lattices with finitely many additional operations. After Baker's result was

announced Herrmann [4] discovered a way to shorten the proof for the case

of lattices. Subsequently Makkai [7] showed how to circumvent the Ramsey

argument by invoking compactness, but he made no claims for finding an

explicit finite basis. Recently Jónsson [6] and Taylor [10] gave yet simpler

proofs. Taylor also points out that his proof via compactness leads to a

recursive procedure for finding a finite basis. However Baker's proof gives an

exponential bound on the number of variables needed in an equational basis,

hence it is more constructive.

We justify yet another proof of Baker's Theorem on the grounds that we

have further reduced the details needed for a (complete) proof of the

existence of a finite basis, and because we have obtained an exponential

bound on the number of variables needed in an equational basis by a simple

direct argument. Our inspiration for this paper came from Baker's survey talk

at Oberwolf ach during the summer of 1976. He pointed out that whereas a

congruence distributive variety generated by a finite algebra need not have

definable principal congruences (Burris [3]), nonetheless the intersection of

principal congruences being not equal to the diagonal relation is definable.
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McKenzie [9] had only recently proved that if a variety has definable

principal congruences and (up to isomorphism) a finite set of subdirectly

irreducible algebras, all finite, then the variety has a finite equational basis

(assuming the language has only finitely many fundamental operations). Our

original goal was to generalize McKenzie's result-however we now state that

program as a problem: does every variety of finite type with (up to

isomorphism) finitely many subdirectly irreducible algebras, all finite, and such

that lthe intersection of two principal congruences is not the diagonal relation' is

definable have a finite equational basis'! In the following we will need the fact

that 'the intersection of two principal congruences is not the diagonal

relation' is definable by a very special kind of formula called 8N.

The results of this paper were obtained in the Universal Algebra and

Model Theory Seminar in Waterloo-special thanks are due to S. Bulman-

Fleming and K. McDowell for their contributions to this subject.

1. The existence of a finite basis. Throughout the first two sections of this

paper we are working with algebras of an arbitrary but fixed finite type t, and

a subset T of the fundamental ternary operation symbols. We say that T is

adequate for a variety V (of type t) if

V 1= t(x, u, x) = t(x, v, x)   foxtET, (1)

Vtx*y-+^Tt(x,x,y) + t(x,y,y). (2)

Define P to be the set of r-polynomials p(x, z) such that (i) no variable

occurs twice in p(x, z), and (ii) the variable x occurs in every nonvariable

subterm of p(x, z).2 If A is an algebra and <a, ¿>> £ A then 9(a, b) will

denote the principal congruence generated by <a, ¿>>. A denotes the diagonal

relation (of whichever algebra is being considered).

Lemma 1.1. Suppose T is adequate for V. Then for a, b, á, b' G A E V we

have B(a, b) n 9 (a', b') + A iff

A N VV3z 3w\t(p(a, z), q(a', w),p(b, z))

teT

*t(p(a,z),q(b',w),p(b,z))\.

Proof. If A satisfies the disjunct of sentences above then choose e,/from

A such that

t(p(a, e), q(a',f),p(b, e)) * t(p(a, e), q(b',f),p(b, e)).

From condition (1) it is clear that

(t(p(a, e), q(a',f),p(b, e)), t(p(a, e), q(b',f),p(b, e)))

E9(a,b)n9(a',b'),

2This corresponds to the SAFs of Taylor [10]. Evelyn Nelson pointed out that the definition of

P given in a previous draft was inadequate.
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hence 6 (a, b) n 9 (a', b') i* A. Conversely, suppose

9(a, b) n 9(a', b') + A, say c + d and (c,d)E 9(a, b) n 9(a', b').

Claim. For some/ E P, t E T and g from A we have

t(c,p(a,g),d)^ t(c,p(b,g),d).

To see this first note that the equivalence relation on A generated by {{p(a, g),

P(b, g))\p E P,g from A) is 9(a, b) (this is essentially due to Mal'cev). If we

always have t(c,p(a, g), d) = t(c,p(b, g), d), t E T, p E P and g from A,

then, as <c, d) E 9 (a, b), t(c, c, d) = t(c, d, d) for t E T, contradicting (2).

This establishes the claim, so choose such a p, t and g. By incorporating c, d

into the parameters we have ap E P and e such that p (a, e)=£ p(b, e), and

furthermore {p(a, e), p(b, e)> E 9(a!, b') as it is in 9(c, d). But then we can

repeat the claim by finding q E P, t E T, and/from A such that

t(p(a, e), q(a',f),p(b, e)) # t(p(a, e), q(b',f),p(b, e)),

as desired.   □

For/7 E P let us define the depth d(p) of p to be the number of fundamen-

tal operation symbols in p. Then for n < w let 8n(x,y, u, v) be the disjunct

Vy    3z3w[t(p(x, z), q(u, w),p(y, z))

p,q^P
d(p),d(q)<n

^ t(p(x, z), q(v, w),p(y, z))].

Clearly S„ is equivalent to a first-order formula, say t5„.

A simply restatement of Lemma 1.1 is given by the following.

Lemma 1.2. // T is adequate for V and a, b, a',b' E A E V then 9 (a, b) n

9(a', b') *MffA\= VV„<uSn(t2, b, a', b').

Define Ô* to be Vx\/yVuVv[ôn+x(x,y, u, v) -> 8„(x,y, u, v)].

Lemma 1.3. Let T be adequate for V. Then V N S* -> <5„*+, and

VN £->[( yV 8k(x,y, u, vj)^8n(x,y, u,v) n < w.

Proof. For the first claim suppose A N 5*, and for some a, b, c, d E A,

A N 8„+2(a, b, c, d). We want to show that A t= 8n+x(a, b, c, d). Choose t E T,

p, q E P with d(p), d(q) < 77 + 2, andf, g from A such that

t{p(a,f), q(c, g),p(b,f)) * t(p(a,f), q(d, g),p(b,f)).

Then one can find p',p", q', q" E P such that d(p"), d(q") < n + 1, d(p'),

d(q') < 1 and

p(x, z) = p"(p'(x, zx), z2), q(x, w) = q"(q'(x, wx), w2).
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Let a' = p'(a,fx), b' = p'(b,fx), c' = q'(c, gx), and d' = q'(d, gx). Then

t{p"{a',f2),q"(c',g2),p"{b',f2))

* t{p"{a',f2), q"(d', g2),p"(b',f2)),

hence A h Sn+X(a', b', c', d'). As A N <S* it follows that A 1= 8„(a', b', c', d'), so

there is a t E T,p,q E P with d(p), d(q) < n, and h, k from A such that

i" (p (a', h), q (c', k),p (b', h)) * t (p (a', h), q (d', k),p (b', h)),

i.e.

î(p(p'{a,fx), h), q(q'(c, gx), k),p(p'{b,fx), h))

* t (P {p'{aJx ), h), q {q'(d, gx), k),p (p'(b,fx), h)).

Now d(p(p'(x, zx), iï)) < n + 1 and d(q(q'(x, wx), v)) < n + 1, so A t=

8n + x(a, b, c, d), as was to be shown. The second claim now follows easily by

noting that V N Sk -> Sk+,, k < w.   □

An algebra A is finitely subdirectly irreducible if for a, b, a', b' G A with

a =£ b, a' 7*= b' we always have 9 (a, b) n 9 (a', b') i= A. If V is a variety then

VFSI denotes the class of finitely subdirectly irreducible algebras in V. A class

K is a basic elementary class if there is a sentence <p such that K is the class of

all models of <p.

Lemma I.4.3 If T is adequate for V and VFSI is a basic elementary class then,

for some N < u,

VFSI N (x ¥= y & u =£ v) -> SN (x, y, u, v)

and V ¥ Ô*.

Proof. The first claim is just an application of compactness as Lemma 1.2

implies VFSI ̂ (x^y&u^v)-* VV„<U Sn(x,y, u, v). The second claim

uses Lemma 1.2 and the first claim to show VFSIN ôjÇ, and then a direct

argument to show that a sentence of the form ôjÇ is preserved by subdirect

products, hence V t= 8%.   □

Lemma 1.5. Let T be adequate for V, and suppose VFSI is a basic elementary

class. Let a be a sentence defining VFSI, let p be the sentence

VxVmVo   OC t(x, u, x) = t(x, v, x)
L/er

&VxVy[x ^y-» V  t(x,x,y)¥= t(x,y,y)\

and let s be VxYvVkVü[(x =^ y & u j= v) -> 8N(x, y, u, v)], where N is as in

Lemma 1.4. Then V t= p&8%&(e -> 0).

3The importance of VFSI being a basic elementary class is first pointed out in Jónsson [6].
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Proof. V N p as T is adequate for V, V1= SjÇ by Lemma 1.4, and V V e -» a

by Lemma 1.2.   □

Theorem 1.6. Suppose T is adequate for V and VFSI is a basic elementary

class. Choose N, o, p, e as above. Then there is a finite set 2* of identities such

that V N 2* and 2* I- p&8%&(e -» a). /Ittv .smcA 2* w//7 ¿>e an equational basis

for the equational theory of\. Moreover there is a recursive procedure such that,

given a, we can find such a basis 2*.

Proof. Let 2 be the set of equations true of V. From Lemma 1.5

2 h p&8%¿k(e -> a), so by compactness there must be a finite subset 2* of 2

such that 2* h p&8^&(e -> a). Let V* be the variety defined by 2*. To prove

that V = V* it suffices to show that (V*)FSI Ç VFSI. From V* N p it follows

that T is adequate for V*, so suppose A E (V*)FSI and a, b, a', b' E A. If

a ¥= b and a' =£ b' then from Lemma 1.2 A t= VV„<U 8n(a, b, a', b'). As

A 1= 8%, Lemma 1.3 guarantees that A N 8N(a, b, a', b'). Thus A 1= e, and then

from A t= e -» o follows A t= o, i.e. A E VFSI. To actually compute such a 2*

first enumerate the equational consequences p¡ = q¡ of a, and then generate

(in a parallel process) the consequences of 2(n) = {p¡ = q¡\i < n}, n < w,

until we find, for some n, 2(n) h ju,, 8% and e -> o. Then let 2* = 2(n).

2. Bounding the number of variables needed in 2*. In this section we

suppose that T is adequate for V, and VFSI is (up to isomorphism) a finite set

of finite algebras. Let 2„, n < u, be the set of n-variable identities in 2, the

identities of V.

Lemma 2.1 (Birkhoff; see [2]). One can (constructively) find a finite basis

for 2„, n < to.

Lemma 2.2. For n < u let A be an algebra generated by a set X of at most n

elements. Then A N 2„ implies A E V.

Proof. The free algebra on n free-generators in the variety defined by 2„ is

the same as the free algebra on n free-generators in V.   □

Let R be the maximum rank of a fundamental operation in V (note:

R > 3), and let ./V be as in Lemma 1.4.

Lemma 2.3. If, for n < to, A t= 8n(a, b, c, d) then there is a subalgebra B of A

generated by < 2n(R — 1) + 4 elements such that a, b, c, d E B, and we have

Br-8n(a,b,c,d).

Proof. Choose t E T,p, q E P, d(p), d(q) < n, and/ g from A such that

t(p(a,f ), q(c, g),p(b,f)) * t(p(a,f), q(d, g),p(b,f)).

Then let B be the subalgebra generated by a, b, c, d, f and g.   □

Lemma 2.4. Let R* = 2(N + 1)(Ä - 1) + 4. If A 1= 2„. then A 1= fijÇ.
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Proof. Suppose A h 5^+ x(a, b, c, d). By Lemma 2.3 we can find a subal-

gebra B of A generated by < R* elements and such that a, b, c, d G B and

BV 8N+X(a, b, c, d). By Lemma 2.2 B E V, hence from Lemma 1.4 51=

8N(a, b, c, d), so A N 8N(a, b, c, d).   □

Lemma 2.5. If A is FSI and A 1= 1R, then for n < u and ax J= bx, . . ., an j=

b„ there is a subalgebra B of A generated by < (2/i — l)[2N(R — 1) + 4]

elements such that a¡, b¡ E B, 1 < /' < n, and in B we have D i<,<n ^(a/> ^/) ^

A.

Proof. As A 1= 2Ä. we have A N 8% by Lemma 2.4, and as R* > 3 it is clear

that A N p. Hence from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 A N e. Now Lemma 2.3 ensures

that for a ¥= b and c i=- d, a, b, c, d E A, there is a subalgebra B' of A

generated by < 2N(R — 1) + 4 elements such that in B' we have 9 (a, b) n

9(c, d) =£ A. Applying this to <a,, bx, a2, b2}, <a3, b3, a4, Z>4>, . . . , we obtain

subalgebras B\l\ B^\ . ..   each generated by < 2N(R — 1) + 4 elements

and such that in /?/1} we have 9(a2í_x, b2¡_¡) n ö(a2„ b2í) ̂  A. So choose

c/!), 4(I) to be distinct elements in B¡-1) such that <c/,), 4(1)> is in the

intersection of the principal congruences generated by <a2i_i> *2.-i) and

<a2), ¿>2/> in 5/!). Now repeat this process using the pairs c/1}, d¡0) (instead of

the a„ bj), where an, b„ is added to the c/!), ^(1) pairs in case n is odd. After

finitely many repeats we finally end with a single pair cw, d^\ The total

number of algebras ß/m) considered in this process is < 2« — 1. Let B be the

subalgebra of A  generated by all  the Bfm)'s. Then B is generated by

< (2n - l)[2N(R - 1) + 4]  elements,  and in B we  have  <c°\  </w> G

n.^Ö^erXandcW^tA   D

Theorem 2.6. Let S be the maximum size of a member of VFSI. Then, with

N* = [2(f+1) - l][2N(R - 1) + 4], Sjy. is a basis for 2.

Proof. Suppose A N 1,N, and A is FSI. If A has more than 5 elements

choose distinct elements a,, . .., as+x. As N* > R* it follows from Lemma

2.5 that there is a subalgebra 5 of A generated by < N* elements such that

ax,. . ., as+x E B and further there are two elements c, d E B such that

c =£ d and in B we have <c, d) E (~) x<i<j<s+i 9(a¡, aß. Let 9 be a maximal

congruence of B such that <c, <i> G 9. Then .6/0 is FSI, and as (a¡, aj) G 9

for 1 < i <j < 5 + 1 we see that B/9 has cardinality at least S + 1.

However B/9 t1 2^., and as B/9 is generated by < A^* elements we must

have B/9 G V by Lemma 2.2. This is a contradiction as B/9 is too large to

be in VFSj, hence it follows that A has at most S distinct elements. Now, as

S < N* we know A E V by Lemma 2.2, so A E VFSI.

Finally, it is not difficult to show that one can choose N < 5 s (as there are

at most Ss unary maps on a member of VFSI), giving an explicit bound on the
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number of variables needed in terms of the parameters R and S:

yS+l)-lj[2Ss(R-l) + 4].   D

Problem. If a variety has (up to isomorphism) only finitely many

subdirectly irreducible algebras, all finite, does it follow that all members of

VFSI are finite (hence subdirectly irreducible)?

3. Congruence distributive varieties. V is a congruence distributive variety if

for every algebra A in V the lattice of congruences of A is distributive. The

following two lemmas are in [5].

Lemma 3.1 (Jónsson). If V is a congruence distributive variety then there is a

finite sequence t0, . . . , tk of ternary polynomials such that V satisfies:

to(x>y, z) = x,   tk(x,y, z) = z,

t¡(x,y, x) = x,   for 0 < i < k,

t¡(x, x, z) = ti+x(x, x, z)   if i is even,

t¡(x, z, z) = ti+x (x, z, z)   if i is odd.

Lemma 3.2. // V is a congruence distributive variety generated by a finite

algebra A then B E VFSI implies B is a quotient of a subalgebra of A.

Theorem 3.3. Let Y be a congruence distributive variety with a finite number

of fundamental operation symbols, (a) If VFSI is a basic elementary class defined

by o then V has a finitely based equational theory and there is a recursive

procedure to find the finite basis from o.(b)IfY is generated by a finite algebra

A of size n then the equations 2 of Y have as a basis the equations 2M where

M = [2(2+1) - l][2n" • (R - 1) + 41, where R = Max(3, ranks of the funda-

mental operations).

Proof. Expand the language of V by adding new ternary operation

symbols t¡ for 0 < / < k such that V t= t¡(x,y, z) = t¡(x,y, z), t¡ being a fixed

set of polynomials as guaranteed by Lemma 3.1, and call the new variety V*.

Then V has a finite equational basis iff V* does, and indeed in the same

number of variables. With T = {/,|0 < i < k) we see by Lemma 3.1 that Tis

adequate for V*. Hence to prove (a) it suffices to note that (V*)FSI is a basic

elementary class (defined by the same sentence as VFSI plus the equations

t¡(x,y, z) = t¡(x,y,z)) and apply Theorem 1.6. For part (b) we see that

Lemma 3.2 guarantees VFSI satisfies the hypothesis of §2, and the S of

Theorem 2.6 is bounded by n.   □

Concluding Remark. Baker observed that if T is adequate for a variety V

then V is congruence distributive (hence our Theorem 1.6 does not properly

generalize Baker's Theorem). To see this note that in Fv(x,y, z) we have, for

/ E T,

t(x, x, z)9(x, z) n 9(x,y)t(x,y, z)9(x, z) c\ 9(y, z)t(x, z, z)
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hence

(t(x, x, z), t(x, z, z)> E (9(x, z) n 9(x,y)) V (9(x, z) n 9(y, z))

so by the definition of 'adequate',

<*, z> E (9(x, z) n 9(x,y)) V (9(x, z) n 9(y, z)).

Now we can continue exactly as in Jónsson [5] to show that V is congruence

distributive.
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